For more information on this rare Jamestown 15cm Krupp Howitzer field gun go to Landships II website: http://landships.info/landships/artillery_articles.html?load=artillery_articles/15cm_versuchsHaubitze.html

Now available for sale, framed prints of the Howitzer 15cm 1907 Krupp Field Gun

- You have a unique opportunity to purchase a valuable piece of history.
- Limited Edition A1 or A0 size prints in quality frames of the restoration, history and unveiling of the Howitzer 15cm 1907 Krupp Field Gun.
- Funds raised will go to improving the Howitzer shelter surrounds and the community of Jamestown.
- To ensure the integrity of the framed prints, a signed certificate of authenticity will be mounted on the back of each framed print. On completion, all originals, extra copies and plates will be destroyed.

Only 200 framed A1 prints! Only 50 framed A0 prints!

A1 framed print $675 A0 framed print $1,550

These framed prints will be on display at:

Clive Palmer Photography - 64 Ayr St, Jamestown. PH 08 8664 1363
Catford Engineering - Mannararie Rd, Jamestown. PH 08 8664 1566

Order Form
Name: ______________________________ Quantity: ________ Print size: A1 □ A0 □
Address: ___________________________________________
Phone number: ______________________________
Payment to be made on collection (pick up only)